Lesson plan for teachers wanting to complete a 4
periods (45 mins X 4) unit on road safety.

Lesson #1
Slide #1: Title (self-explanatory)
Slide #2: Talk through the slide. Put emphasis on the statistic.
Ask if anyone knew Dylan or has known someone involved in
a road accident.
Slide #3: Make sure you stress that they should only share if
they’re comfortable. Let them discuss among themselves
first, then share. Once everyone wanting to has shared,
follow up with how it could’ve been prevented.
Slide #4: Read from the slide.
Slide #5: Read the statistics and make sure you express how
high those numbers really are.
Slide #6: Ask students How many deaths are acceptable, let
them discuss. Then ask all students for a number. Play video
and afterwards reassess their opinions but not individually.
Read questions from slide.
Slide #7 and #8: Read points and ask students if there are any
they would add.
Slide #9: Explain project to students. Ask for questions.
After the PowerPoint, allow students to form groups of 2 or
3, or work alone. If the lesson has enough time left, allow
them to begin.

Lesson #2
Present students with the project at the beginning, referring
back to the last slide of the PowerPoint attached above.
Students should work in groups of 2 or 3.
Talk through it for about five minutes, then let the students
work for the rest of the period, making sure they’re all on the
right track.

Lesson #3
Let students continue working, just monitoring them and
giving advice. Try to have them wrapped up by the end of the
period, ready to present during the next period. Gauge how
everyone is going and consider letting them have the first
five/ten minutes of the fourth period to finish off.

Lesson #4
If you choose, give the students 5-10 more minutes at the
beginning of this class. Then let the groups present one by
one, displaying and explaining their project to the class. Once
everyone has presented, let the students vote for a class
winner (they cannot vote for themselves). Consider having a
small prize for the winners, such as a block of chocolate.

